Freight Agent Program

ARI is seeking top notch, seasoned agents with a strong and loyal
customer base, an entrepreneurial spirit, a capitalist mentality and at least
three years’ experience in the transportation industry. At ARI, we’re more
interested in quality agents than quantity.
If you are looking for a one-size-fits-all, cookie cutter program, then ARI is not for you. But if you are looking for a
dynamic, aggressive, creative company with long term vision who understands your needs and takes a vested
interest in helping you grow your business, then ARI is for you. I am confident that once you get a taste of the culture
at ARI, you’ll never want to work anywhere else.
If you’re serious about your future and want to take your career to the next level, give us a call. You have nothing to
lose and everything to gain.

Sign-on bonus of up to $100,000
Qualified agents may be eligible to receive sign-on bonuses of 10% of their last two years 1099’s (average) up to
$100,000. This, on top of a unique commission program that lets the agent determine their own commission split and
puts 100% of every extra dollar they negotiate, into their pockets (where it belongs).

A little about what you get with ARI Logistics:
+ Asset backed by over 800 trucks

+ Unsaturated agent market
+ Weekly settlements by direct deposit
+ Free load boards
+ Minority-owned enterprise
+ Government/DoD approved
+ Recruit & run owner operators
+ Recruiting bonuses
+ Multiple transportation solutions
+ After hours & weekend support
+ 14-day carrier pay (standard)
+ Financially strong
+ Complete back office support (Invoicing, billing, collections, claims management and more)
+ Quick Carrier set up and customer credit approval
+ One of the fastest growing logistics companies in the country as recognized by Inc. Magazine
+ And this is just the tip of the iceberg

And a little of what you WON’T get with ARI Logistics:
+ NO hidden charges or fees
+ NO requirements to Incorporate
+ NO minimum margins
+ NO fine print in the contract
+ NO territorial restrictions

Take ACTION today and come be a part of the excitement!!
All conversations are held in the strictest of confidence.
+ Tom Aumann
+ Send Tom an email
+ (205) 271-4450

